English Exercises Object Pronouns Exercise 1
subject and object pronouns exercise - english grammar - him, he, me he, him, i he, him, me 2. i think i
have seen ..... before. she her hers 3. you shouldn't have done this to..... i me we 4. where could ..... have gone
at this hour of the night? she. subject and object pronouns exercise ... subject and object pronouns exercise
author: english grammar name: date: grammar worksheet subject and object pronouns - name: _____
date: _____ grammar worksheet subject and object pronouns i you he she it we they + verb + me you him her
it us them subject pronouns usually come before the main verb, while object pronouns follow the main verb. fill
in the blanks below to complete the sentences. study the above boxes. 1. do you know that man? subject and
object pronouns exercise 1 - © perfect-english-grammar may be freely copied for personal or classroom
use answers to: subject and object pronouns exercise 1 1. i like london. the subject and object pronoun
exercise - autoenglish - the subject and object pronoun exercise object pronouns singular plural she loves
me she loves us she loves you she loves you she loves him she loves them she loves her she loves them she
loves it she loves them replace all the nouns with pronouns . subject and object pronouns - amalnet.k12 an object pronoun is used in the predicate of a sentence after an action verb or with a preposition, such asfor,
at, into, with, or to. singular object pronouns are me, you, him, her, and it. plural object pronouns are us, you,
and them. when you use a person's name and a pronoun in a compound object, be sure to use an object
pronoun. subject pronouns - learning english online - grammarbank - subject pronouns answers: 1. he is
very tired today. 2. he is a tolerant doctor. 3. they are good engineers. 4. is he good at english? 5. is she bad at
math? 6. we are good friends. 7. are they married? 8. are you invited? 9. is it in the garage? 10. she isn't an air
hostess. 11. object pronouns | pronoun worksheets - object pronouns name:_____ an object pronoun is
used in place of a person or thing that is acted upon or receives the action of the verb in a sentence. complete
each sentence with the appropriate pronoun. key subject object pronoun practice - teach-this - subject
object pronoun practice activity type reading, writing and listening activity language focus subject and object
pronouns aim to complete and write sentences with subject and object pronouns. preparation make one copy
of the worksheet for each student. level pre-intermediate time 25 minutes pronouns (subject, object,
possessive pronouns) and ... - pronouns (subject, object, possessive pronouns) and possessive adjectives
pronouns include subject pronouns, object pronouns and possessive pronouns. these are used to replace
nouns in sentences. it is also important to learn possessive adjectives when learning these forms. use the chart
below and then study the example sentences chart. esl el resorces - teach-this - esl el resorces introduction
in this productive worksheet activity, students complete sentences with object pronouns. procedure give each
student a copy of the worksheet. each sentence on the worksheet is missing an object pronoun. the students'
task is to replace the word blank in each sentence hoja de ejercicios 1 pr.objeto - english-area - englisharea los mejores recursos gratuitos para aprender y enseñar inglés answers exercise 1: i me you you he him
she her it it we us you you they them exercise 2: 1. i give her all my books. 2. she doesn´t want to tell him the
truth. 3. they always say “hello” to me when i see them. 4. he sometimes shows her how to drive. 5. subject
and object pronouns and possessive adjectives - subject and object pronouns and possessive adjectives
1 complete the object pronouns and possessive adjectives in the table. subject pronouns object pronouns
possessive ... your / our dad is english. 3 when do you / she play tennis? 4 i’ve got mr and mrs smith’s address,
but what’s his / their phone number? i, you, he, she, it, we, they - prolinguaassociates - gr ractice
proinguaassociatescom copright 21 b artin acobi photocopyable for classroom use. • 4 practice rammar ff ff
grammar ractice ff ff n ame: be going to write questions with who, what, when, where, why, how, how many,
how much, how often, what kind of, what time. when are you going to leave? i’m going to leave in ten minutes.
1. object pronouns - npsd.k12.nj - indh’ect object pronouns 1-10-1 in the following sentences, identify the
direct object and the indirect object, note that some direct objects are under-stood; please identify them. 1.
john tells me a story. 2. she buys him nothing. 3. they send us food. direct object indirect object pronouns=
review - los angeles mission college - objective case pronouns are used when the pronoun is the noun
direct object or noun indirect object of a verb or the object ofapreposition (ndo, nio, or nap). noun direct object
(ndo) • the director hired them immediately. noun indirect object (nio) • the students threw george and him
aparty. object of a preposition (nop) • ispoke to him ...
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